2000 pontiac grand am engine 3.4l v6

Guy at the salvage yard told me I could only use a 3. I have a grand am gt that has been rear
ended that i had hoped to use the motor to put in my what are the differences that would limit
me from swapping them? The salvage yard guy is right. The 3. They have a slightly different
final drive ratio. Check in at GAOwnersClub. I have the entire grand am gt, would I be able to
swap the motor and trans has alot let miles anyway and get by with it or does anyone know of
any other differences limiting me from this? You could swap the whole cradle if you wanted to.
Engine, transmission, axles, etc. Legally you MUST use a motor the same year as your car or
newer. Putting a motor in a car would not be legal. I have install the motor in the impala but was
wondering is there any difference in the transmisssion or would it fit my impala. Different
transmission. Impala uses a 4T65e, Alero used a weaker 4T45e. They are not interchangeable.
Stacey answered 5 years ago. I have a Grand Am, the engine is awesome, needs a rear bumper
and a side mirror. Because there is body issues people tell me to sell it for scrap. Jim answered
5 years ago. Once the body starts to rust, along the bottom of the doors, the rear fenders, are
the worst places, you have about a year to keep using it. Chances are the rear suspension
mounting places will break out. Otha40 answered 5 years ago. Yes, but you'll need to find a
specialist to flash the computer. You need to use the newer computer, but it will be equipped
with drive by wire. You need that disabled and the sensors for a cable throttle reenabled. If you
don't mind rewiring the front end of the car, you may be better off staying with drive by wire and
using the accelerator pedal from the donor car to control it. But the engine can b interchange
right bye changeing the motor mont and the front wirein of the car right. Nathan answered 5
years ago. Hey guys February 10th right now I need answers please! I have a grand am. The
rockers have pulled themselves from the head going on the second time now. At first only one
came out, but I helicoiled them all just to be safe. Some were already even he'll coiled, great,
and I didn't know until I drilled them out already. Anyways, cat ran great when I put it back
together. About in I'm having the same problem. Popped the front valve cover they were all in
place, nice suprise. To get to as you have to basically disassemble until the intake manifold is
off. What I'm wondering is, will the head from say a 3. Guy at Napa told me back then they didn't
have 8mm bolts holding the rockers on they were 10mm and didn't pull themselves out of the
head. I'm tired of this issue and would like a permanent fix. I was also thinking maybe
somewhere along the lines of mounting a stud in there? Any help would be greatly appreciated
as it is a daily driver and me and my fiance need to get to work! And sorry if I sound not
mechanically inclined. I'm not dumb by any means it's just late and I'm stressed to my wits end.
Don't even have a garage to do this in thank you! I have never heard of rocker bolts puling out
of a head. You're using new GM bolts each time you remove them, right? Otherwise they aren't
being tightened right. The bolts are "torque to yield" and stretch when torqued down, so every
time they are removed, they must be replaced. The older ones will not work. Go to car-part. You
can get replacement heads really cheap. No point in fixing the old ones. You do need new head
bolts and gaskets. Intake mani bolts should also be replaced if they look beat up. Phillip
answered 4 years ago. I had the same issue with my grand am,,i wound up getting another
motor from the junk yard, since it was a little cheaper than new heads,,, i heard this was
common for the ' Traci answered 4 years ago. I have a grandam with a good motor with 35,ooo
miles on it but was rear ended would I be able to use it in a grandam. I have been told that
models are interchangeble with the same year rendezvous, grand am, silohet, venture,
mountainer and aztec, i dont think the transmisions will work together properly on an I have
never tried though. Gostjb answered 4 years ago. That won't work. S10 runs a longitudinal
engine, Grand Am runs transverse. Honestly, GM doesn't really have an upgraded V6 for that
truck. They stopped making them when the SUVs went to the inline 6. If you can't find a 4.
Unless you're in Australia and can get your hands on a longitudinal L67 from a Holden
Commodore. GMguy07 answered 4 years ago. I have an 02 grand am gt just rebuilt the top end
on it a lil over a year ago but we just totaled it when a lady hit us my gf has an 01 grand am se
that is missing a few parts on the engine and has been sitting for 5 years can I swap engines
and put my 3. Or is there more to it that just swapping them out. Ineedanswersplease answered
4 years ago. So can you use an 03 grand am gt engine and transmission in an 03 grand am se1
and keep the se1 harness? Im not trying to go mph in my grand am anyway i just wanna pull the
old motor or and put the gt in cause the se1 car has a bad motor and the gt was t boned.
Depends on how GM ran the harness. If they used a single harness for the engine and dash, its
going to be a lot easier to keep it. If its 2 separate harnesses and they go to a junction box,
which they do on higher end GMs, then just use the GT harness thats connected to the motor
and trans. That gives you the opportunity to attach everything before installing the powertrain
and go over it to make sure its all in good shape and attached to the right places. GuruYT54
answered 3 years ago. What codes is it throwing? Which computer are you using? Hopefully the
same one as the computer, ignition tumbler and key. If it won't link, the computer or port isn't

getting power. Since the port is powering the scantool, we know thats getting power, so the
computer probably isn't. Check the fuses first, if they're all good there's a wiring or ground
problem someplace. Wesley answered 2 years ago. If you use the cars original PCM it should be
Matched to work on the Donor motor without having to reprogram them to work together. But I
have put other used PCMs in my vehicle and did not have to be reprogrammed. Don't know why
but they worked. Nathan answered about a year ago. The rocker bolts only call for about ftlbs if
im not mistaken which is plenty enough to pull the threads right out. Also theyre is no possible
way to use new bolts everytime as they have a notch to keep them in said rocker assembly. You
know the little rectangle spot that makes sure the rockers doesnt spin left or right when
installing? The little notch that sticks out at the base of it? Well when prepping for the 10mm
bolts the drill and tap made it so the threads go all the way to the top of that notch giving it that
much more bite, rather than yhe threads staying below in "stock" 8mm bolted setups. Just food
for thought and trying to help others. My advice to anyone drilling the heads on theyre car
Maggie answered about a year ago. Is a 3. Isaiah answered 5 months ago. I have a grand am gt
that has been rear ended that i h I have a 04 grand am 3. I have a grand am se , uncle gave it to
me 2 days ago i put battery in it car firez up need lil tune up so take it home take battety out later
that night put it back in then tryed to start it I've got a Grand am and my right turn signal is
blinking twice as fast. I have replaced all right side lights. And it's still blinking fast. How do I
get the fast blinking to go away? I have a different car. Content submitted by Users is not
endorsed by CarGurus, does not express the opinions of CarGurus, and should not be
considered reviewed, screened, or approved by CarGurus. Please refer to CarGurus Terms of
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component locations on the GM 3. Click on numbers below image for a description. Fuel
pressure regulator 2. Mass Airflow sensor MAF 4. Throttle Body 5. Fuel Injector 7. PCV Valve 8.
Coolant Temp sensor ECT 9. Evap Purge Solenoid EGR Valve Question: I have a Pontiac Grand
Prix that stopped running, I have put a new fuel pump, and new computer box on it, but it still
wont start. Do you have spark, fuel pressure, injector pulse, theft or security light on dash, etc.
You need to start by diagnosing the basics. Car stared missing, was told it was EVAP purge
solenoid. Replaced it and drove fine for short time and problem started again and again was
told it was EVAP purge solenoid. Why is this happening over and over again. What can I do?
The purge solenoid would not be causing an engine misfire. It would cause a check engine light
yes, but not affect the way the engine runs. I have a Buick Century and in the last month or so
the engine started making a noise that sounds as if it were literally was a diesel engine. When
opening the hood one might there was very little or no oil coming up to top end. This would also
cause a misfire on that cylinder. Removing valve covers for inspection seems the next step after
checking oil pressure. How do I remove the TPS shaft from the throttle body? It appears stuck
from the right side as viewed from the drivers side. The little piece will not come apart on that
side to release the shaft. If you are trying to remove the throttle plate shaft from the body, it
cannot be done. If you have a problem, the throttle body needs to be replaced as an assembly.
The temperature sensor? Cannot be the temperature sensor or thermostat. If the coolant is low,
you have a leak and need to get it inspected closely. If it is not low, then you may have a level
sensor problem. The light flashed low coolant all the time and it has plenty of coolant and its
not running hot at all. The low coolant level sensor is in the passenger side of the radiator.
Below the radiator cap. It is a square black sensor that snaps into the radiator and held with a
clip. I have a chevy impala and temp gauge rises to the red but I don't heard any over heating or
boiling noises but I do hear a kind of hissing noise. What could it be? The temp sensor I'm
guessing. If the temp gauge is going into the red, it is overheating whether you hear it or not.
You'd have to try and find the exact cause. It could be anything from a water pump, intake
gasket, head gaskets or even radiator. I highly doubt you just have a bad temp sensor. Get it
checked out soon, or you'll end up losing the engine. The security light isn't on but its not
getting any spark and i cant hear the fuel pump. Fuses and the ignition module isn't getting
juice along with others. Replaced fuse same result. You should re-check all your connections,
and make sure all vacuum lines are connected and routed properly. If it idled fine before you did
the heads, it has to be something you did in the reassembly process. If it seems like it running
rough, you may have switched push rod positions by accident, that will cause the car to die out
or run rough. If the check engine light is on, get the code scanned to see what might be causing
the trouble. I have a Olds Alero, 3. I have been having problems with the Temperature gauge
working when it wants to. At time it will work fine, other times it will completely drop out and the

electric fans will kick on. It will eventually come back on, on it's own. I've checked the fuses,
they where good.. I've replaced the Temp sensor and it's had the same issue. I've ohmmed out
the harness and it is good. The wires are not frayed or broken. I have no clue at what else to
look at.. Any suggestions??? You think it could be the gauge it's self? Probably not a problem
in the dash gauges, since the fans come on. The dash does not control the fans, the gauge
shows what the computer thinks the temperature is. Either a wiring problem or bad computer.
My 3. It starts fine when the engine is cold. I can barely step on the gas pedal when it is warm
and it will start right up. I have cleaned around the throttle body butterfly and this did no help.
Any ideas what may be causing this? I did also see when cleaning the butterfly that there is a
opening just past the butterfly about the size of a dime that goes down had some carbon build
up coming out of it. I cleaned it out what I could but did not help. That opening is the idle air
passage for the control valve IAC. Sounds like you have an idle valve that is not working. You
could try to remove it and clean it real good. What can I do to make my heater blow hot air at all
time. First check the coolant level. If it is OK, you could have one of several problems- A
sticking thermostat, plugged heater core, temperature door actuator motor in the dash, etc. Any
one could be faulty. Won't start yet have 40 psi fuel pressure at the fuel rail. Runs great when
starting fluid is sprayed up the intake so I have spark I have no idea whats wrong and it's
driving me up the wall. Sounds like you are loosing fuel injector pulse. This is controlled by the
PCM. Check all fuses, then check with a test light that the injectors are getting a signal to fire.
Chevy Berreta 3. I have replaced plugs,fuel filter, regulator egr valve,air filter cleaned port in
intake that goes to EGR. Any ideas. If you are sure it is running rich, the EGR has nothing to do
with it. What codes do you have stored. If it is rich and the fuel pressure regulator FPR did not
fix it, then your car probably has a leaking fuel injector. The car won't pull a hill in the higher
gear, especially when the car is warm. And even on a flat surface, I just can't take off and
throttle as fast I want to. It's a slow acceleration. Sounds like a possibly low fuel pressure
condition or plugged catalytic converter. Get the computer codes scanned first. May give a
direction to the problem. Problems with a Pontiac Grand Am It is just very difficult to start it
sounds like if it is getting to much fuel, because wen I push the gas half way it start. Although it
does it with difficulty and for the first seconds the engine sounds like it is going to turn of and it
smokes black. Then it starts to function very normal and acceleration is good. Does any body
has any idea what can cause this issue? Sounds like a leaking fuel pressure regulator causing a
rich condition. Just pull the vacuum hose off of it after it has been off for a few minutes and look
for gas to come out of it. I have a Buick Century press on gas loud whistling no power after half
throttle noise goes away can not get overt 30 mph could it be converter. The noise you are
hearing is the exhaust trying to escape but cannot because your car has a plugged catalytic
converter. Rough idle, runs fine otherwise. Gas smell in passenger compartment while driving.
EGR issue? Fuel injector issue? A leaking fuel pressure regulator FPR or a stuck open fuel
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injector causing a rich condition and smell of gas in the car. Chevy Monte Carlo Z34 when the
outside temp is less than 50 the cold car revs rpm then dies. This goes on until the car warms
up then it runs fine. It runs fine when the outside temp is over No codes are stored. Next thing
I'm going to look at, and probably should have looked at sooner is the Intake Air Temperature
sensor. If you have the dual overhead cam engine DOHC then you have a lower intake leaking
vacuum. Pontiac Aztec leaks coolant when the motor is warm back behind the back head up by
the valve cover behind the alternator there is no coolant in the oil but dont leak when the car is
cold and haven't been running cant find or see what would be causing this problem. The rear
head gasket is leaking. You should probably do both since it most likely has over heated. Where
are the O2 sensors Located on a V6, 3. One is in the rear exhaust manifold, the other is after the
catalytic converter. Q and A Main. How Things Work.

